
Information Communication Technology (ICT) being used by the Deemed to be 

University for effective teaching learning: 

 

• VISTAS has a policy to focus conveniently to create and enhance IT 

Infrastructure facilities to promote research and also advancement in Teaching 

Learning methods. 

 

• The courses on SWAYAM are produced and delivered by faculties from 

AICTE for self-paced and international courses, NPTEL for engineering, UGC for 

non- technical post-graduation education, CEC for under-graduate education, 

NCERT & NIOS for school education, IGNOU for out of the school students, IIMB for 

management studies. However, most of the courses are handled by academicians 

who cater to advanced learners. Since VISTAS caters mainly to the students from 

the lower and middle strata of the society, most of the students find the video 

lectures of SWAYAM to be too difficult to follow. To overcome this issue, the IQAC of 

our Institution, proposed the developing of e- content by our own experienced faculty 

members. The move was welcomed by all the stakeholders. The Audio-Video 

capturing module was setup by M/S Edutech. The AV Capturing module captures 

the lecture of the faculty handling the class. Later, the content is edited and the 

module is stored in the MOODLE platform. The experienced faculty members of 

different department have delivered lectures which can be understood by our 

students and the same has been stored in the moodle platform. The students 

thereby can access the lectures anywhere anytime in an understandable way. The 

feedback on the courses developed has a positive feedback and impact. 

 

• VISTAS has Wi-Fi facility for students and faculty members to avail internet 

connection in the campus, hostel & staff quarters. The connectivity through a fully 

networked campus with state-of-the-art IT infrastructure, computing & 

communication resources, offers students the facilities of e-mail, Netsurfing, up/down 

loading of web based application, besides helping them in preparing projects & 

seminars. 

 


